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What is a Ruin?

• Fabric of a place in a derelict state

• Use has ceased/place is abandoned



Significance/Value of Ruins

• Aesthetic value

• Historical value

• Scientific/research value

• Social value

• Spiritual value



Making Heritage Decisions

• Understand and respect the heritage values of the place

• Respect and understand the remaining fabric of the place

• Assess values against the condition today, not a prior state

• Involve communities and cultural groups with established 
connections or who may be affected by management decisions

• Document management decisions and make them public

• Monitor and report on the outcomes of actions taken



Five Heritage Management Approaches

• Coming alive again

• Returning it to its former state

• Simply maintain

• Letting nature take its course

• When removal is inevitable



Coming Alive Again

• When a new compatible use is proposed to support ongoing 
conservation and interpretation of a significant place

When might this be appropriate?

• When there is sufficient evidence to reinstate lost elements

• When adaptive reuse will not impact the significance of the place



Returning to its Former State

• Returning the place to an earlier state through deliberate works 
involving restoration, reconstruction, or both

When is this approach appropriate?

• When it will help reveal the heritage values of the place

• To ensure the structural integrity of the place



Simply Maintain

• Maintaining the fabric of a place in its existing state and retarding 
deterioration

When is this approach appropriate?

• When a place’s heritage significance would be better revealed by 
its restoration/reconstruction but the required resources are not 
available



Letting Nature Take its Course

• Letting ruins slowly fade away by doing little or nothing to care for 
them

When is this approach appropriate?

• When the ruins are too severely deteriorated to repair

• When the heritage values are slight

• When this management action does not cause a risk to the public, 
to adjoining property or to other heritage values



When Removal is Inevitable

• In the case of economically significant development or has to be 
removed to reduce serious risks.

When is this approach appropriate?

• When letting nature take its course presents too many hazards.

• When the place is creating an unacceptable risk to the public.

• When the pressure for alternative use of the site is deemed to 
outweigh the heritage significance of the place.



Recording and Documentation

• Investigate the following:

• Basic historical research

• Published local histories

• Local historical societies

• Primary source repositories

• Physical evaluation

• Sketch and photograph ruins and topography



Assessing Condition and Identify Responses

• This will involve consultation with specialists in materials, 
conservators, and structural engineers



Stabilization and Construction

• Processes for this should be established during the evaluation 
process



Maintenance and Monitoring

• To support the “simply maintain” approach in particular, periodic 
monitoring and expert advice may be required to ensure the 
continued preservation of heritage fabric and associated values.



Making a Record

• Especially vital if a ruin is to be removed but important in any case

• Archaeological excavation

• Standing building recording and photography

• Specialist artifact and materials conservation and storage



What are Archaeological Investigations?

• Systematic study of all human impacts to a site since its initial occupation
• Both cultural and natural transforms
• Used to get maximum historical information about a heritage place

• Before doing any intensive physical investigations, a clear understanding of 
the history of occupation and site formation processes is necessary. We get 
this though:
• Documentary/archival references
• Geomorphological studies
• Phase I archaeological survey

• Archaeology is planned and scientific

• Archaeology is destructive



The Importance of Context

• The physical setting of archaeological remains
• Geology

• Geography

• Associated Archaeology

• Context contains Most of the critical historical information

• Recovery of context necessary for all stages of archaeological 
investigations (Discovery – Interpretation)



How to Lose Archaeological Context

• Move any dirt

• Unplanned “clean up”

• Don’t map location of ruins/artifacts

• Allow vegetative overgrowth (bioturbation)

• Demolish extant remains

• Don’t record activities on site



Management Planning Document

• Designed to document the significance of a heritage place and 
define the policies and actions that will be taken to conserve its 
significance.

• A management decision document used to communicate and 
justify decisions made about a ruin to the community.


